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E
veryone’s situation is different, so perhaps 

MHK isn’t for everyone, but if you want 

flexibility, and you want the terms enjoyed 

by larger organisations, then give it a try,” says 

Bryan Newton, project manager director of 

Leamington Spa-based Hadley Kitchens. He 

and his wife Caroline started their business 

in 1987 as Hadley Projects Limited, and then 

bought an In-toto franchise where their 

daughter Jodie worked in 2016.

However, there then followed a year of difficult 

transition for the business, during which 

In-toto’s parent company Alno AG went into 

administration, and – like many others – Hadley 

found itself in the unenviable position of having 

lost its main supplier. After quickly regrouping 

and switching to supplying Rotpunkt kitchens, 

the couple then changed the trading name to 

Hadley Kitchens and made the decision to adopt 

a different business strategy going forward.

“A big factor was that we wanted more than 

one kitchen supplier after our bad experience 

being a franchise with an exclusive supplier, and 

MHK allowed us to do that while giving us the 

vehicle to offer numerous suppliers,” explains 

Newton. “The decision to join was made even 

easier as we are also able to supply products 

outside the MHK group as there is no exclusivity, 

so we can still remain truly independent. It also 

allows us to have credit with no limit with the 

suppliers on offer.”

Hadley is very much a family business – as 

well as daughter Jodie now working as senior 

designer, daughter-in-law Stacey is on board as 

showroom manager and designer. Newton says 

that this works well as they all have skills that 

overlap to enhance the business and offer a 

complete service. His understanding of project 

management and building works helps with 

one side, which is complemented by Caroline’s 

expertise in interiors and Jodie’s experience 

designing showroom displays.

Since joining MHK, Newton says that the 

company now buys many more products, 

including appliances and worktops from an 

increasingly wide range of suppliers, which 

enables them to benefit from MHK’s discounts 

that grow with more purchases, while at the 

same time offering their customers a broader 

portfolio and better service. He also praises the 

buying group’s central payments system that 

works to offer retailers cashflow benefits, and is 

keen to point out that MHK gives an order from 

Hadley Kitchens exactly the same priority as it 

would a major supplier.

They have chosen to continue with Rotpunkt 

as Newton says they are now reluctant to “have 

all our eggs in one basket”. However, he believes 

that as the business continues to grow, the level 

of purchasing through MHK is likely to increase 

as that is where the flexibility is.

“This has been said so many times but being 

part of MHK gave us an opportunity that looked 

so good there had to be a catch,” says Newton. 

“However, nearly two years on, we have had only 

a positive experience – we get support, and we 

get credit that would otherwise be impossible  

for an independent,” he concludes. 

BUYING 
BENEFITS
Kitchen buying group MHK has been gaining ground 
since it launched in the UK last year – but what’s in it  
for retailers? We talk to Bryan Newton of Hadley 
Kitchens to find out    
Words Emma Hedges   Photos Paul Craig
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1 Rotpunkt’s Zerox Edition doors with Class VI Snow 
high-gloss glass optic finish, with Franke Fresno Fragranite 
metallic copper grey sink, KWC Era Gravity tap, and  
behind, Blanco Livia-S mixer tap with a manganese finish

2 From MHK UK supplier member Miele, the KM6839 
flush-fit induction hob has four zones

3 Rotpunkt Class VI Snow door with a 120mm-thick Spekva 
breakfast bar in Riverwashed Elm, and Brigitte handle board  
on the wall

4 Hadley Kitchens project manager director Bryan Newton, 
left, with MHK UK sales director Paul Wheeler with a Rotpunkt 
Zerox Edition display at the Hadley Kitchens showroom
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 » What is your greatest challenge?

“Changing the way we offer our service  

as the high street changes and social media 

becomes more prevalent,” says Bryan Newton

 » And your greatest opportunity? 

“Growth of the service element within  

the luxury kitchen market,” he says

 » Strange but true “We have an

ever-expanding family business, with four

children and three new grandchildren – we

have confidence in being able to find staff long

after Brexit!” he laughs
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1 Rotpunkt Tempo SY White base units 
and Dream LX Zero Terragrey wall 
units, left, and Sensa Granite Black 
Beauty worktop, looking across at the 
island in Silestone White Arabesque

2 Rotpunkt Informa LX base units 
in Daylight Grey with Zero Ver SY  
wall cupboards in Sherwood Grey  
and Iron KQ in Blue Steel, with  
Neff B58CT68N0B single oven, left, 
and C18FT56N1B compact steam 
oven and N17HH10N0B warming 
drawer, right  

3 AEG is on display as one of the 
supplier members of MHK UK

4 Wall of AEG built-in appliances, 
including a 45cm wine cooler

5 Rotpunkt Zerox Edition doors 
in HPL XT Matt Carbon and Leaf KQ 
Linewood, with an AEG HKP87420FB 
Maxisense Pure hob on the island,  
and bank of AEG appliances behind

“EVERYONE’S SITUATION IS DIFFERENT, BUT IF  

YOU WANT FLEXIBILITY, AND YOU WANT THE 

TERMS ENJOYED BY LARGER ORGANISATIONS, 

THEN GIVE IT A TRY”
Bryan Newton, project manager director, Hadley Kitchens
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MHK

Who are we? Marcel Crezee, managing 

director; Paul Wheeler, sales director

Where are we? 1310 Solihull Parkway, 

Birmingham, West Midlands, B37 7YB.  

Tel: 0121 796 5310. www.mhkgroup.co.uk

What we do Europe’s largest kitchen buying 

group, working with small-to-medium-sized 

independent kitchen retailers to maximise their 

profitability, gain a competitive advantage, and 

grow their businesses. 

Business history MHK was established in 

Germany 39 years ago by Hans Strothoff. 

MHK now has more than 3,092 retail partners 

across eight countries, who collectively operate 

more than 4,500 showrooms. The UK arm 

began working with its first members in January 

2018. Key industry partners in the UK include 

Nobilia, Next125, Bauformat, Brigitte, Nolte, 

AEG Electrolux, Miele, Novy, Caple and The 

Lightworks, among others. The Birmingham-

based UK division of MHK works closely with the 

head office in Dreieich, near Frankfurt in Germany

Sales stats Global turnover for 2018 was 

more than 6bn

Staffing levels Across Europe, MHK has 520 

members of staff. In the UK there are currently 

two members of staff and they are currently 

recruiting for a third person to join the team

PROFILE
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1 Rotpunkt furniture shown with 
illuminated display cabinets

2 Rotpunkt Zerox Edition doors in HPL 
XT Matt Carbon and Leaf KQ Linewood, 
with an AEG HKP87420FB Maxisense Pure 
hob on the island

3 Bryan and Caroline Newton outside 
the Hadley Kitchens showroom in 
Leamington Spa

4 Miele H6461BPX grey glass handleless 
single oven, left, with H6401BMX 
microwave oven combi and EDW6214 
warming drawer, right

5 Drawer dividers in the Rotpunkt Luxio 
HL Zero Carbon glass lacquer kitchen 
enable cutlery to be neatly stored out  
of view

6 Rotpunkt Tempo SY White base 
units and Dream LX Zero Terragrey  
wall units, left, and Sensa Granite Black 
Beauty worktop

Sales director Paul 
Wheeler on why  
MHK UK offers 
retailers an advantage

 » “All members in the UK benefit from our 

central payments system, meaning every 

member gets 30 day terms with early 

settlement, so every member enjoys the 

cashflow benefits to their business these terms 

bring. Buying prices are also market leading, 

and many partners offer tiered rebates to 

reward the best retailers. A key component of 

the central payment system is that we offer a 

payment guarantee to each supplier, so there 

aren’t credit ceilings in place and a retailer can 

increase their business levels without having 

to manage low credit limits they may currently 

have with individual suppliers. MHK also pays a 

further rebate of at least 1% over all purchases 

with MHK industry partners, and just a 1% 

improvement in buying terms increases the 

profitability of a retailer by 8.5%”

 » “MHK is the only buying group in the UK 

to bring members the cashflow benefits of 

our centralised payment system. Members 

can operate more profitably, and with better 

cashflow at a time when many retailers who 

trade directly with a supplier are forced 

onto prepayment terms, or operate with 

unrealistically low credit limits. We work with 

retailers and offer guidance, business review 

and planning to retailers should they want it”

 » “MHK’s offering in the UK is very retailer 

focused, and every retailer faces similar 

challenges every day. Our job is to remove 

barriers and make a retailer’s life a bit easier, so 

they have more time to develop their business”
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Hadley Kitchens

Who are we? Bryan Newton, project 

manager director; Caroline Newton, design  

and business director

Where are we? Hadley Kitchens, 8 Park Street, 

Leamington Spa, Warwickshire, CV32 4QN.  

Tel: 01926 451 931. www.hadleykitchens.co.uk

What we do Kitchen design and installation

Business history Hadley Projects Limited 

was formed in 1987 by Bryan and Caroline 

Newton as a property refurbishment and interiors 

company working on larger refurbishment 

projects that included both the interior and 

exterior of new and older properties. In 2016, 

they purchased an In-toto franchise, and 

continued to trade as In-toto up until its parent 

company, Alno AG, went into administration 

in 2017. The business then switched suppliers 

to Rotpunkt kitchens and continued trading as 

an independent studio, changing the trading 

name to Hadley Kitchens. When looking for 

another supplier to go alongside Rotpunkt they 

then decided to join MHK UK at the beginning 

of 2018. The showroom consists of just under 

100sq m of retail space, which is fitted out 

with six German kitchen displays – a mixture 

of Brigitte from MHK and Rotpunkt – and the 

company also offers Bauformat. Kitchens start at 

£18,000; average around £30,000 to £35,000; 

most expensive to date just under £150,000. 

Appliances by Miele, AEG, Neff, Siemens; 

sinks and taps by Blanco, Franke; surfaces by 

Cosentino, Caesarstone, Unistone, and Spekva

Sales stats “We are looking to increase our 

turnover by 50% in the next five years. By doing 

this we may have to increase our staff numbers,” 

says Bryan Newton

Staffing levels Four members of staff including 

Bryan and Caroline Newton, and their daughter, 

senior designer Jodie Geden, and daughter-in-law, 

showroom manager and designer Stacey Newton
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